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Suppose Alice hits Bert on the head. Prima facie, Alice 
has done something that she ought not to have done: in 
hitting Bert she has harmed him, or violated a right of 
his not to be hit on the head, or interfered with his abil-
ity to determine his own ends.2 And yet it may be that 
Alice should not be punished for hitting Bert, either be-
cause her action is justified, or because she is excused. 
 It has become commonplace to distinguish excuses 
from justifications and to point to an asymmetry be-
tween the two. According to one prominent view,3 an 
excuse is something that calls attention to features of the 
agent at the time at which she performs an action. Some-
body claiming to be excused does not deny that the ac-
tion in question was wrongful, but denies that she was 
appropriately responsible for its performance. A justifi-
cation, on the other hand, calls attention to features of the 
situation or circumstances at the time at which an agent 
performs an action. Somebody claiming a justification 
does not deny responsibility for the action in question, 
but denies that the action was wrongful in the circum-
stances.4 More to the point, a justification entails that the 
accused has done nothing wrong, whereas an excuse 
entails that the accused has done something wrong, but 
that for various reasons her punishment should be re-
duced; or as Peter Westen puts it, “[t]he difference be-
tween justification and excuse, properly understood, 

is as basic and simple as the distinction between, “I 
did nothing wrong,” and, “Even if I did, it was not my 
fault.”5 This view of the distinction between justification 
and excuse is, broadly speaking, normative in nature, 
focusing on concepts of fault and responsibility.
 According to another view, the difference between 
justification and excuse is related instead to the different 
role played by each in the criminal law. So, for example, 
Meir Dan-Cohen6 distinguishes conduct rules (legal rules 
addressed to the public) from decision rules (legal rules 
addressed to officials) and suggests that justifications are 
conduct rules and are part of the theory of crime, where-
as excuses are decision rules and are part of the theory of 
punishment. On this view, justifications have to do with 
whether a crime has been committed at all, whereas ex-
cuses are concerned with whether and to what extent the 
state may punish wrongdoers after the fact. In contrast 
to the normative analysis sketched above, this analysis 
of the distinction between justification and excuse is, 
broadly speaking, functional in nature.
 I take no stand on which analysis is to be preferred, 
although my suspicion is that they are, at bottom, not so 
very different: justifications are conduct rules, and be-
long to the theory of crime, precisely because somebody 
who acts with justification does nothing wrong. Excuses 
are decision rules, and belong to the theory of punish-
ment, precisely because somebody who asks to be ex-
cused has done something wrong but seeks exculpation 
on the grounds that she was not at fault for doing so.
 Nonetheless, although the distinction between justi-
fication and excuse is reasonable enough as a point of 
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departure it leaves important questions unanswered, 
largely because it is not clear what facts are relevant to 
determining when an individual should be regarded as 
having acted with justification and when an individual 
should merely be excused for something that she did. 
It is not clear, in other words, whether an account of 
justification ought to be subjective or objective in nature. 
In “Competing Theories of Justification: Deeds v. rea-
sons” and elsewhere, Paul robinson argues that justifi-
cation ought to be understood in an objective manner.7 
In robinson’s view, the objective account of justification 
“generates liability results that are more just and that 
better match our collective intuitions of what is just,” 
“lays bare the distinctions that are relevant to determin-
ing liability,” and “allows a clearer analysis and a bet-
ter perspective from which meaningfully to debate the 
competing issues.”8 If robinson is correct, this has sig-
nificant implications for how we ought to understand 
the nature of criminal liability. Still, despite the many 
compelling arguments marshaled by robinson in sup-
port of his view, I have reservations about its overall 
coherence.
 My aim is therefore to argue that justification should 
not be conceived of in purely objective terms. In arguing 
for that conclusion I will focus in particular on robin-
son’s presentation of that position, since it is the most 
sophisticated defense of the objective account of justi-
fication in the literature. My main point will be that the 
distinction drawn by robinson between objective and 
subjective accounts of justification is problematic, and 
that careful attention to the role played by reasonable-

ness in subjectivist accounts of justification reveals that 
the apparent puzzles robinson raises for subjectivism 
are merely apparent. I will suggest that we ought to be 
reasonable subjectivists about justification, where “rea-
sonableness” is understood in a particular manner. This 
has consequences for various other issues, including 
how we make sense of mistaken justification, and I will 
have something to say about those issues as they arise 
along the way.
 Although the issues I will discuss are not new, it seems 
to me that the objective view, and robinson’s particular 
presentation and defense of it, merits continued atten-
tion for several reasons. First, the objective view, if cor-
rect, has important ramifications for how we conceive 
of liability in criminal law in general and the nature 
of justification in particular. It is thus worth thinking 
about if we wish to understand the nature and function 
of criminal law. But second, independent of its role as 
an organizing principle in thinking about the nature 
of defenses, questions about the nature of justification 
and excuse are intrinsically interesting and theoretically 
challenging, and are therefore worth thinking about in 
their own right. 
 One final point: although I will be concerned through-
out with justification and excuse, my examples will fo-
cus primarily on self-defense. Thus, my examples will 
focus on individuals defending themselves against 
the aggression of others; and I will be concerned with 
whether, and if so why, self-defense is justified in the 
circumstances in question.10 

II Why the Distinction between Justification and Excuse Matters

In my view the distinction between justification and 
excuse is an important one, and that remains the case 
regardless of whether we conceive of the distinction 
normatively, or whether we prefer to think about it in 
broadly functional terms instead. But the idea that the 
distinction is important has been challenged, with some 
claiming that it is idle, a distinction without a differ-
ence:
systems of classification into justifications and excuses suffer 
from a number of drawbacks. First, there is no agreement on 
the precise model that the classifications should take. . . . Sec-
ondly, there is no consensus as to which classification applies 
to which defense—for example, many see duress as excusa-
tory but some as justificatory. Thirdly, there seems to be little 
agreement as to what difference, if any, would result in practi-
cal terms from classification of a particular defence into one 
category or another.10

Before continuing, therefore, let me try to address these 
concerns.
 The issue of practical difference is best approached by 
looking at the situation of third parties and victims. For 
example, many believe that it makes a difference to the 
liability of a third party who is resisting an aggressor 
whether the aggressor is justified or merely excused. If 
the aggressor is justified, then resistance cannot be justi-
fied, whereas if the aggressor is merely excused resis-
tance is permitted.11 Similarly, there may be the possi-
bility of conviction for aiding and abetting somebody 
who is acquitted by way of excuse, a possibility that is 
not available for an acquittal that proceeds by way of 
justification.12 Finally, and relatedly, it pays to consider 
the situation of victims of justified or excused behavior. 
As I noted, it has often been said that a victim of justi-
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fied action has no right to resist it, whereas the victim of 
an excused action does have such a right. But this has 
the further consequence that arguments for compensa-
tion are likely to be much more compelling in the case 
of victims of excused actions than they might be in the 
case of victims of justified actions.13 Consequently, the 
distinction between justification and excuse can have 
important practical consequences for those acquitted of 
crimes, for those who aid or abet others, and for those 
who have themselves been the victims of crimes.
 Moreover, even if the practical consequences are not 
always obvious, there remain theoretical reasons to sup-
pose that the distinction between justification and excuse 
is important, even if the precise nature of the distinction 
is disputed, and even if there is disagreement about how, 
exactly, the classification applies.14 I will confine myself 
to two points. First, I will suggest that the distinction is 
important if we are concerned about how we view our-
selves, and about how others view us. And second, I will 
suggest that the importance of the distinction is not a 
function of its precision or ease of applicability. 
 First point first: consider the following remarks of 
John Gardner:
Criminal lawyers . . . tend to take it for granted that any doc-
trine that serves to acquit the accused, and therefore to avert 
the adverse normative consequence of her action, is as good 
as any other so far as the accused is concerned. I have always 
found this an astonishing assumption, which implies that 
nobody who is tried in the criminal courts has . . . any self-
respect. . . . The self-respecting person aspires to live up to 
the proper standards for success in and fitness for the life she 
leads, and holds herself out to be judged by those standards. 
. . . She wants it to be the case that her actions were not truly 
wrongful, or if they were wrongful, that they were at any rate 
justified, or if they were not justified, that they were at any 
rate excused.15

Gardner’s point is that there is a difference between say-
ing that an individual did nothing wrong, and so should 
not be punished, and saying that an individual should 
not be punished, although she did something wrong. 
We want to be self-respecting individuals, and self-re-
specting individuals want their actions to be right ac-
tions, not merely actions that are excusable in retrospect. 
Similar remarks apply to how we would like others to 
regard and treat us. This suggests that the distinction 
between justification and excuse matters in a normative 
sense, since it matters to us what sort of individuals we 
wish to be and how we wish to be regarded and treated 
by others. 
 With respect to the second point, I will simply note 
that the demand for precision has critics of its own; in-
deed, some theorists have suggested that we should not 

try to formulate a sharp distinction between justification 
and excuse precisely because such sharpness would dis-
tort the goals and purposes of the criminal law. Kent 
Greenawalt, for example, has argued that although the 
law’s treatment of justification and excuse should gen-
erally track our understanding of comparable moral no-
tions of responsibility and blame, 
the law is necessarily crude. Its present imprecision is itself a 
caution that the law does not attempt to affix a precise moral 
label to each instance of behavior. recognition of the goals 
the law can reasonably accomplish may be much healthier 
than pretentious aspirations to make the law the arbiter of 
every doubtful moral question.16

The fact is that moral language is more nuanced than 
legal language, as J.l. Austin noted when he referred to 
“terms, such as ‘extenuation,’ ‘palliation,’ ‘mitigation,’ 
[that hover] uneasily between partial justification and 
partial excuse.”17 Consequently, there will inevitably 
be moral distinctions having to do with culpability and 
responsibility that the law cannot adequately capture. 
And even if we are in agreement that it would be desir-
able if the law could, without cost, work sharp and clear 
distinctions between justification and excuse, it is not 
obvious that such rigidity and clarity is necessary in or-
der for the distinction between justification and excuse 
to be generally comprehensible or useful.18 And that, I 
suggest, is all that the law needs. 

The distinction between justification and 
excuse matters in a normative sense, since 
it matters to us what sort of individuals we 

wish to be and how we wish to be 
regarded and treated by others. 

 In the end, perhaps the best can be said is this: if one 
accepts that the law requires some account of what con-
stitutes a defense and some account of how various 
defenses differ in structure and effect, then one must 
agree that some organizing principle is wanted; and in 
my view, a principle that relies on a distinction between 
justification and excuse is as good a place to start as any. 
Consequently, I will in what follows assume that the 
distinction between justification and excuse is a distinc-
tion with a difference and that it matters both practically 
and normatively whether an actor is justified or merely 
excused.
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As I said above, it is possible to think about justification 
in two contrasting ways, either subjectively or objective-
ly. robinson, however, prefers to use the terminology of 
reasons and deeds to capture this contrast.19 roughly put, 
the “reasons” theory of justification holds that a person 
P is justified in performing an action A in circumstances 
C if, given the world as P takes it to be, P believes that A 
is required in C in order for P to defend herself against 
aggression, to make an arrest, to preserve life, and so 
on. The key idea here is that justification is grounded 
in subjective belief: if P takes the world to be a certain 
way and if P believes that action A is required in the 
circumstances as P takes them to be, then P is justified 
in performing A. 
 For simplicity, let us say that if P believes that A is re-
quired in C to defend herself against aggression, then P 
has a justificatory belief that it is permissible for her to do 
A in C. robinson’s interpretation of the reasons theory, 
then, can be rephrased as the claim that P is justified in 
doing A in C if P has a justificatory belief that A is neces-
sary in C. Of course, much more needs to be said about 
what makes something a justificatory belief. Clearly, not 
just any subjective belief will do, since otherwise the no-
tion of justification loses all of its normative force (I can 
have subjective beliefs for many reasons, some of them 
good, some of them bad). For the time being, then, I will 
use the phrase “justificatory belief” as a placeholder; I 
will return to discussion of what makes a belief genu-
inely justificatory below.
 The “deeds” theory of justification, on the other hand, 
holds that what is important is not the world as P takes 
it to be, but rather the world as it actually is. Thus, on the 
deeds theory of justification a person P is justified in per-
forming an action A in circumstances C if, given the world 
as it actually is, A is required in C in order for P to defend 
herself against aggression, to make an arrest, to preserve 
life, and so on. The key idea here is the irrelevance of P’s 
subjective beliefs to what she may or may not justifiably 
do. What is important is how things objectively are.
 Now, in most cases of self-defense the deeds theory 
and the reasons theory generate the same liability re-
sults, which is to say that in most cases both theories 
agree on whether the individual acting in self-defense 
should be regarded as having acted with justification. 
This is because in most cases of self-defense, the way the 
world actually is is the way the agent in question takes 
the world to be. An example might be useful here.20

Genuine Attacker: Alice is in the park when she becomes 
aware of a club-wielding stranger, Bert, running towards her. 
Alice believes that Bert is about to attack her; and in fact, Bert 
is about to attack her. 

In Genuine Attacker Alice is clearly justified in defend-
ing herself against Bert on both the reasons theory and 
the deeds theory. She is justified on the reasons theory 
because, given the world as Alice takes it to be—a world 
in which Bert is running towards her with a club, in-
tending to cause her harm—her self-defensive actions 
are required in order for her to preserve her life. She has, 
in other words, a justificatory belief that defending her-
self against Bert is necessary in the circumstances. And 
she is justified on the deeds theory because, given the 
world as it actually is—a world in which Bert is running 
towards her with a club, intending to cause her harm—
her self-defensive actions are also required in order for 
her to preserve her life. So far, so good.
 Things become less clear, however, when appearance 
and reality diverge. Consider by way of illustration the 
following case:
Mistaken Jogger: Alice believes that Bert is running towards 
her with a club, and is intent on attacking her. In fact, Bert is 
simply out for a jog, and is holding a flashlight in his hand. 
Here Alice mistakes a jogger for an attacker.

As robinson explains it, according to the reasons theory 
“a person will get a justification defence as long as he 
or she believes that the justifying circumstances exist. 
Whether they exist or not is irrelevant.”21 Thus, on the 
reasons theory, Alice would appear to be justified in de-
fending herself in Mistaken Jogger because she believes 
that the justifying circumstances exist: she believes, in 
other words, that Bert is about to attack her. And what 
if Alice acts as in Genuine Attacker but lacks such jus-
tificatory beliefs? On robinson’s interpretation of the 
reasons view, it follows that Alice lacks a justification 
for her self-defensive actions. The explanation is simple: 
since, on the reasons view, justification is based on jus-
tificatory beliefs, it follows that in the absence of such 
justificatory beliefs there can be no justification.
 The deeds theory, on the other hand, predicts that Al-
ice lacks a justification in Mistaken Jogger. Says robin-
son, “[u]nder the ‘deeds’ theory, whether the deed is in 
fact objectively justified is what matters; the actor’s rea-
sons for acting are irrelevant to the justification defence 
(although they may be relevant to other doctrines of in-
culpation or exculpation.)”22 The deeds theory maintains 

III Deeds and Reasons
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that in order for Alice to have acted with justification, 
Alice must in fact be the subject of an attack. So accord-
ing to the deeds theory Alice’s self-defensive actions in 

Mistaken Jogger are unjustified (which does not rule out 
the possibility that she may be excused, on which more 
later).

IV Justification and Harm

As robinson presents it, the reasons theory is based on 
two core ideas. First, that an actor is to be regarded as 
having acted with justification if she believes that justifi-
catory circumstances obtain, and second, that an actor is 
to be regarded as having acted with justification only if 
she acts on the basis of a justificatory belief. robinson’s 
critique of the reasons theory depends on this character-
ization of its structure. But as I hope to show, this char-
acterization is in need of refinement. Before turning to 
those refinements, however, it is necessary to talk briefly 
about the relationship between harm and justification, 
since much of what I will say below depends on a partic-
ular view of how the law conceives of this relationship. 
 This brings me to a more fundamental idea at work in 
robinson’s defense of the deeds theory, namely that jus-
tification ought to be thought of in terms of net overall 
avoidance of harm.23 According to robinson, “[t]he test 
for justification . . . ought to be whether on balance the 
conduct in fact avoided a net societal harm (in the broad-
est sense of harm.)”24 By way of illustration, consider the 
case of Motti Ashkenazi. Ashkenazi was an Israeli “who, 
with dishonest intent, took a back-pack he saw lying 
on a crowded beach. Unknown to Ashkenazi, the bag 
contained a terrorist bomb; inadvertently, he had saved 
many lives.”25 robinson would presumably deny that 
Ashkenazi committed theft or did anything wrong in 
taking the backpack on the grounds that Ashkenazi’s ac-
tions had a positively beneficial effect: “[i]f the justified 
act benefits society, it should be performed no matter 
what the motive and, further, if no harm has occurred, 
then the act is not a proper concern of the law.”26 This is 
because, on robinson’s view, in order to be regarded as 
having acted with justification an individual need not be 
aware that his actions will achieve a beneficial outcome 
so long as his actions do achieve a beneficial outcome, 
nor is it required that an individual have acted on the 
basis of a desire to do good; to the contrary, as with Ash-
kenazi, his motives may be quite bad indeed.
 But why should we accept this view of the relation-
ship between justification and harm? At one point rob-
inson says, in commenting on an argument of Kent 
Greenawalt, that

[a]fter insisting on viewing justifications under a “reasons” 
theory, in which mistaken justifications are deemed “justifica-
tions”, [Greenawalt] reviews these “justifications”, compares 
them to excuses, and concludes that the justification-excuse 
distinction is problematic. His premise, of course, assures his 
conclusion. The cat owner, who begins with the premise that 
his beloved Siamese really is his child in every meaningful 
sense, can then complain that the pet-child distinction is not 
nearly so clear as people think.27

robinson is here concerned with Greenawalt’s views 
about justification and excuse, and argues that Green-
awalt’s insistence on viewing justifications through the 
lens of the reasons theory is what leads him to ques-
tion the boundary between justification and excuse. It 
seems to me, however, that precisely the same sort of 
complaint can be leveled against robinson and his char-
acterization and criticism of the reasons theory. robin-
son begins with the idea that the point of criminal law 
is to minimize or avoid net overall harm. For simplicity, 
call this the “harm thesis.” Based on this idea, he quite 
plausibly suggests that a person should be regarded as 
having acted with justification in the performance of 
some action A just in case A contributes to an overall 
reduction in harm. He then notes that on the reasons 
theory of justification, an action could be justified even 
if net overall harm is not minimized or avoided. This is 
because, on the reasons theory, Alice could be justified 
in harming Bert, say, given her belief that Bert is about 
to attack, and that could be true even if Bert is not about 
to attack her. This would result in a net overall harm, 
because Bert would suffer a harm despite the fact that 
he posed no threat to Alice, and no benefit would be re-
alized, because as an objective matter Alice was not sub-
ject to attack in the first place. robinson therefore con-
cludes that the reasons theory must be mistaken since it 
misunderstands the nature of and the role played by the 
concept of justification in the criminal law. 
 More formally, robinson seems to argue as follows:

(P1) A person P is justified in performing an action 
A if doing A minimizes or avoids net overall 
harm.

(P2) A person P cannot tell on the basis of her (sub-
jective) beliefs whether an action A minimizes 
or avoids net overall harm.

Andrew Botterell / 40
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(C) Whether an action A is justified cannot be a mat-
ter of what a person P believes.

And since the options, according to robinson, are either 
a subjective reasons theory of justification or an objec-
tive deeds theory of justification, robinson takes the 
foregoing to support the deeds theory.
 My main point in what follows will be that the dis-
tinction between subjective and objective theories of 
justification is problematic. But let us set that aside for 
the moment and focus on the argument outlined above. 
I am prepared to allow that the inference from (P1) and 
(P2) to (C) is valid, and I am also prepared to grant (P2) 
since it seems very likely true. However, because I think 
that (C) is false, that gives me reason to think that there 
must be something wrong with (P1). So I would argue 
as follows: robinson, after insisting on viewing crimi-
nal law in general, and justifications in particular, under 
the harm thesis, reviews the reasons theory’s account of 
justification, and based on the fact that it is incompatible 
with the harm thesis, concludes that the reasons theory 
is problematic. His premise, of course, assures his con-
clusion. 
 The problem, as I see it, has to do with robinson’s fo-
cus on harm. I do not mean to deny that harm, in some 
form or another, has a role to play in the criminal law. 
But I doubt that it is the appropriate place to begin. For 
one thing, it is not clear what the harm thesis actually 
amounts to. What constitutes harm? How serious must 
a harm be in order for the criminal law to take an inter-
est in it?28 For another thing, it seems clear that the crim-
inal law has a somewhat schizophrenic attitude toward 
harm: it permits some harmful actions even as it crimi-
nalizes other actions that are not harmful in any obvious 
way. By way of illustration, suppose Alice is suffering 
from great pain due to a terminal illness, but nonethe-
less refuses treatment. And suppose Bert, against Alice’s 
wishes and motivated by a desire to help her, injects her 
with a drug that alleviates her pain. Here Bert has posi-
tively benefited Alice, and yet he is nonetheless guilty of 
assault.29 Contrast this with a case where Alice is para-
lyzed by Bert in a sporting contest in which she was a 

willing participant. Here Bert has surely harmed Alice, 
and yet he is innocent of wrongdoing.30 Or again:
If I deprive you of something to which you have no right—
the view of the sunset over my land, or the use of someone 
else’s property—I do not wrong you. If I deprive you of 
something to which you have a right, I wrong you even if 
I do not harm you. Suppose that, without consulting you, I 
take an afternoon nap in your bed, while you are out of the 
house. (I bring my own sheets, sweep the floor on my way 
out, and so on.) I do you no harm, but I wrong you in Kant’s 
sense.31

The point is that the law does not protect us from in-
juries or harms that arise out of our being deprived of 
something to which we have no right, even as it seeks 
to protect us from harmless wrongs.32 This suggests that 
there is something problematic with the idea that harm 
is the lynchpin upon which criminal law pivots.33 
 It should come as no surprise, then, that the deeds 
theory—a theory of justification that takes as its starting 
point the notion of net overall harm or benefit—leads to 
liability results that are incompatible with the reasons 
theory—a theory of justification that is based on other 
considerations. If what is at issue in questions of justi-
fication is the minimizing or avoidance of net overall 
harm, where harm is understood objectively, then it is 
not implausible to ask whether cases of putative self-de-
fense are genuine cases of justification, whether they do, 
objectively speaking, minimize net overall harm. But if 
our starting point is not harm, but is instead something 
like autonomy, or freedom of choice, or equality of and 
equal respect for the rights and interests of others, then 
an account of justification that is primarily concerned 
with whether individuals are treated equally will surely 
be more plausible. That a reasons theory based on such 
concepts and principles conflicts with an account of 
justification based on the minimization or avoidance 
of harm is not surprising. But neither does it show that 
the reasons theory is thereby mistaken. It simply high-
lights the fact that reasons theorists about justification 
should not be harm theorists about the criminal law. My 
argument in what follows is best viewed as an extended 
comment on this somewhat simple idea.

V The Structure of the Reasons Theory

I will be arguing that we ought to prefer a suitably sup-
plemented reasons theory to robinson’s deeds theory. 
Still, it should be granted at the outset that the idea that 
something other than subjective belief might determine 

the conditions for criminal liability is not implausible. 
Take the following example from George Fletcher. Con-
sider, says Fletcher,
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a case in which Williams marries a second time thinking that 
he is still married to his first wife. In fact, his estranged wife 
has obtained a valid, ex parte divorce in another jurisdic-
tion. Though Williams is legally single, he thinks his second 
marriage is bigamous. Is he in fact guilty of bigamy? In our 
legal tradition . . . he is patently not guilty. We may take it as 
common ground that the prior valid divorce, whether Wil-
liams knows about it or not, is sufficient to bar conviction for 
bigamy. 34

regardless of what Williams might subjectively believe, 
the objective fact that he is divorced is sufficient to ren-
der his actions non-bigamous. Similarly, consider the 
case of Ora H. White, who was charged with abandon-
ing his wife while she was pregnant.35 While admitting 
that he had abandoned her, White argued that he should 
not be found guilty because he was unaware that she 
was pregnant. A jury convicted White on the grounds 
that his subjective belief as to his wife’s condition was 
irrelevant to his culpability, and that verdict was upheld 
on appeal. So it would appear that there are reasons to 
think that objective conditions might sometimes be more 
important than subjective beliefs in determining what is 
legally permissible. The question is whether objective 
conditions are more important than subjective beliefs 
when justification is at issue. This is what the reasons 
theory denies.
 What, according to the reasons theory, is the connec-
tion between reasons and justification? According to 
robinson,
 
[t]he standard formulation [of the reasons theory] provides 
that “an actor is justified if he believes that the conduct is nec-
essary to” defend against unlawful aggression, to make an 
arrest, to maintain order on the vehicle, and so on. Under the 
“reasons” theory, a person will get a justification defence as 
long as he or she believes that the justifying circumstances 
exist. Whether they actually exist or not is irrelevant.36 

This suggests that the reasons theory is committed to a 
certain sufficiency claim: believing that there are justifi-
catory reasons is sufficient for having a justification. In 
short:

Sufficient Reasons Theory: P is justified in doing A in cir-
cumstances C if P has a justificatory belief that A is required 
to avoid harm to self in C.

But robinson also says that “if the justifying circum-
stances do exist but the actor is unaware of them and 
acts for a different purpose, the ‘reasons’ theory denies 
a justification defense.”37 In short: if the actor lacks a jus-
tificatory belief, then the actor lacks a justification. And 
so by contraposition: if the actor acts with justification, 
then the actor must have a justificatory belief. This pas-
sage therefore suggests another view about the relation 
between justificatory beliefs and actions:

Necessary Reasons Theory: P is justified in doing A in cir-
cumstances C only if P has a justificatory belief that A is re-
quired in order to avoid harm to self in C.

The upshot is that the view that robinson is attributing 
to the reasons theorist must be that having a justifica-
tory belief is both necessary and sufficient for having 
a justification. So robinson must be attributing the fol-
lowing view to the reasons theorist:

Necessary and Sufficient Reasons Theory: P justified in do-
ing A in C if and only if P has a justificatory belief that A is 
required in order to avoid harm to self in C.

 Now, it may be that many reasons theorists would 
be happy enough with this view. But what I want to 
point out is that it is not mandatory: somebody could 
be a reasons theorist while rejecting the Necessary and 
Sufficient reasons Theory and endorsing the Necessary 
reasons Theory alone. For example, somebody could 
say that having a justificatory belief is necessary for hav-
ing a justification, but remain agnostic about what else 
might be required in order to make a belief genuinely 
justificatory. One might wonder whether this should 
qualify as a reasons theory at all, since according to it 
reasons are not sufficient for justifications, and since it 
would seem to preclude a reductive analysis of justifica-
tion in terms of beliefs or reasons. But this objection is 
unpersuasive, since it isn’t clear that a necessary reasons 
theorist must be concerned to offer a reductive analysis 
of “justification” at all. Still, because I suspect that most 
reasons theorists would be prepared to adopt something 
like the Necessary and Sufficient reasons Theory, it is 
on that view that I will focus my attention.

VI The Reasonable Belief Requirement

According to robinson, the reasons theory is based in 
part on the idea that an actor is to be regarded as act-
ing with justification if she believes that justificatory 
circumstances obtain. But this needs refinement. This is 

because it neglects an important issue, namely the kind 
of belief that is relevant to an agent’s having acted with 
justification. robinson talks about an actor’s belief that 
conduct is necessary to defend against aggression. But 
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what robinson ought to talk about instead is an actor’s 
reasonable belief that conduct is necessary to defend 
against aggression. 
 To see how the introduction of a reasonableness com-
ponent might be relevant to the sorts of issues raised 
by Genuine Attacker and Mistaken Jogger, imagine the 
following hypothetical scenario:

Indecisive Attacker: Alice believes that Bert, who is run-
ning towards her with a club, is intent on attacking her. Bert, 
however, is indecisive and hasn’t decided what he is going to 
do: he may run past Alice, or he may attack her. To keep his 
options open, however, Bert continues to run towards Alice, 
club in hand.

By hypothesis Bert is not presently attacking Alice. To 
be sure, he may attack Alice; but then again, he may 
not. It follows that on the deeds theory, Alice would act 
without justification were she to use defensive force to 
protect herself. Since she is not presently being attacked 
and since she may not actually be attacked at all, the 
requisite justifying circumstances fail to obtain, and thus 
the deeds theory says that her self-defensive actions are 
unjustified.38 It seems to me, however, that Indecisive 
Attacker is a case where self-defense is clearly permis-
sible. And this is because Alice’s belief that she is being 
attacked in Indecisive Attacker is a reasonable one in the 
circumstances. 
 The problem that Indecisive Attacker presents for the 
deeds theory is this: Alice acts reasonably in defending 
herself against Bert. Yet because on the deeds theory the 
requisite justifying circumstances fail to obtain, it turns 
out that Alice’s self-defensive actions, while reasonable, 
are unjustified. This means that in defending herself in 
Indecisive Attacker Alice acts badly, and that remains 
the case even if she is later excused. But if Alice acts 
permissibly in Genuine Attacker, how can her equally 
reasonable response in Indecisive Attacker fail to justify 
her self-defensive actions in that case? The problem is 
that the deeds theory seems to get Indecisive Attacker 
wrong. 
 In response it might be pointed out that this objection 
assumes that actions can be justified only if the justifying 
circumstances presently obtain, and it is arguable that 
this is not something that a deeds theorist must accept. 
For clearly, one of the points of the deeds theory is that 
what makes an action justified might obtain only after 
the action has been performed, when its salutary ben-
efits have been weighed against its deleterious effects. A 
better example might therefore be the following:

Impossible Attacker: Bert is running towards Alice with a 
club, intent on attacking her. Unbeknown to either Alice or 

Bert, Bert has badly clogged arteries. If Bert continues to run 
towards Alice, the continued exertion will result in Bert’s suf-
fering a stroke just before he reaches her, and his threat will 
be neutralized.

In Indecisive Attacker it is compatible with Bert’s run-
ning towards Alice that he might attack her, whereas in 
Impossible Attacker it is incompatible with Bert’s run-
ning towards Alice that he might attack her. This means 
that the objective justifying circumstances will never 
obtain. Yet it surely cannot be incumbent on Alice to 
wait and see whether Bert is going to attack her before 
she is permitted to act in self-defense. As Justice Hol-
mes famously put it, “detached reflection cannot be de-
manded in the presence of an uplifted knife.”39 But this 
seems to be precisely what the deeds theory requires of 
people. The deeds theory says that Alice acts without 
justification if she defends herself in Impossible Attack-
er—since no attack will happen, nothing good can come 
from Alice’s self-defensive actions—and that is a strike 
against it. The point is not that in Impossible Attacker 
we believe that Alice should not be punished; that much 
is presumably common ground between both reasons 
and deeds theorists, although their explanations for the 
lack of punishment will differ, the reasons theorist say-
ing that Alice acted with justification, the deeds theorist 
saying that Alice is excused instead. rather, the point 
is that in Impossible Attacker we believe that Alice did 
not act badly at all. She does not need to avail herself of 
an excuse because she did nothing wrong; she does not 
need the benefit of a decision rule because her actions 
do not engage any conduct rule. Moreover, if a friend of 
the deeds theory responds by saying that before defend-
ing herself Alice should wait until just before the point 
at which her self-defensive actions would not save her, 
then we have abandoned the deeds theory altogether, 
since we are now no longer concerned with whether the 
objective justifying circumstances in fact exist. 
 Still, it might be objected that the addition of a require-
ment of reasonableness cannot make much of a differ-
ence: if the reasons theory runs into trouble when it is 
belief simpliciter that is at issue, then surely, it might be 
thought, it will run into trouble when it is reasonable be-
lief that is at issue. For if the problem is that Alice’s belief 
that she is being attacked by Bert is compatible with her 
not being attacked by Bert, then this will be a problem on 
the reasonable belief view as well, since Alice’s reasonable 
belief that she is being attacked by Bert is also compat-
ible with her not being attacked by Bert. To the contrary, 
however, I think that focusing on the reasonableness of 
Alice’s belief bears directly on the issue between reasons 
and deeds theorists, as I will now argue. 
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I said earlier that I would be using the phrase “justifica-
tory belief” as a placeholder. It should now be clear what 
place it was holding: a justificatory belief is a reasonable 
belief. But what is a reasonable belief? It is tempting to 
view a reasonable belief simply as an internally coherent 
belief, a belief that makes sense from the agent’s own 
subjective perspective. relying on an account of rea-
sonableness developed by Arthur ripstein and others, 
however, I will suggest that we ought to interpret rea-
sonableness in a different way.40 
 But before doing so, however, let me say something 
about why I think the general sort of account of reason-
ableness developed by ripstein is worth taking serious-
ly. It must be acknowledged that ripstein’s account is 
not free from problems.41 For one thing, any account that 
attempts to make sense of the way the concept of reason-
ableness functions in the law must be capable of being 
generalized in a plausible way, and some have ques-
tioned whether ripstein’s account can be thus extend-
ed.42 For another thing, although on ripstein’s account it 
must be the case that somebody who acts reasonably, or 
on the basis of a reasonable belief, acts with justification, 
“reasonable” cannot simply mean “justified” on pain of 
making the reasons theory tautological, amounting to 
nothing more than the claim that somebody acts justifi-
ably so long as she acts with justification. But because it 
has been argued that any attempt to explicate a notion of 
reasonableness using language other than the language 
of justification is bound to fail, this is another concern.43 
So why am I choosing to focus on the account of reason-
ableness suggested by ripstein?
 One reason is simple: ripstein’s is a sophisticated ac-
count of the nature of reasonableness implicit in the law, 
and to the extent that some theory of reasonableness is 
required in order to make sense of the reasons theory, 
ripstein’s would seem to be precisely the sort of account 
that is needed. But an even better reason, it seems to me, 
is the following. robinson’s presentation of the distinc-
tion between reasons theories and deeds theories rests 
on a more fundamental distinction between the subjec-
tive and the objective. In its treatment of justification, 
for example, the deeds theory screens off as being irrel-
evant matters having to do with the agent’s own subjec-
tive beliefs. If, however, that more fundamental distinc-
tion turns out to be problematic, robinson’s distinction 
between deeds and reasons theories of justification will 
itself be called into question. Because ripstein’s account 

of reasonableness nicely problematizes that very dis-
tinction, it ought for that reason to be considered closely. 
And finally, even if one is unhappy with the precise way 
in which the concept of reasonableness is developed by 
ripstein, it remains the case that any account of reason-
ableness worth its name will distinguish merely subjec-
tive belief from genuinely reasonable belief, and so will 
address the same issues treated by ripstein’s account. 
Consequently, there seems to me to be no harm in ap-
pealing to ripstein’s account of reasonableness to un-
derscore the general points I wish to make concerning 
the reasons theory. 
 With those preliminaries out of the way, let me turn 
to discussion of the concept of reasonableness in which 
I am interested. In ripstein’s view, there is an important 
distinction to be drawn between rationality and reason-
ableness. ripstein finds this distinction in the work of 
John rawls.44 According to rawls, reasonable persons 
“desire for its own sake a social world in which they, 
as free and equal, can cooperate with others on terms 
all can accept.”45 Merely rational persons, on the other 
hand, lack “the desire to engage in fair cooperation as 
such, and to do so on terms that other as equals might 
reasonably be expected to endorse.”46 This does not 
mean that reasonable persons are not rational persons. 
To the contrary, being complementary ideas neither the 
rational nor the reasonable can stand without the oth-
er: “[m]erely reasonable agents would have no ends of 
their own they wanted to advance by fair cooperation; 
merely rational agents lack a sense of justice and fail to 
recognize the independent validity of the claims of oth-
ers.”47 It does mean, however, that for certain purposes 
reasonableness should be viewed as being conceptually 
prior to rationality, since it is against the backdrop of the 
concept of reasonableness that the imposition and as-
sumption of benefits and burdens should be measured.
 Building on rawls’s distinction, then, we can say that 
a rational person is a person who acts to further her 
own ends, where such ends are often conceived of in 
economic terms (although they need not be). This sort 
of person behaves in an instrumental manner: she asks 
herself what she should do given the ends that she has. 
A reasonable person, on the other hand, acts in a way 
that first and foremost recognizes the freedom of others: 
she asks herself what she should do given the compet-
ing interests of others and given her desire to interact 
with others on terms all can accept. The idea of reason-
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ableness is thus what might be called a co-operative 
idea. It is also a practical one, as opposed to an abstract 
capacity to reason with respect to theoretical issues. So 
when I talk about reasonableness I mean to talk about 
“the style of deliberation a person would ideally engage 
in, and the impartial attention he would give to compet-
ing values and evidences in the concrete setting.”48

 It should be clear, moreover, that the concepts of ratio-
nality and reasonableness diverge. To see why, assume, 
with Gary Schwartz,

that there were no liability for negligence. The rational Man 
would behave negligently, and economics would afford no 
reason to consider him morally blameworthy for doing so; 
the reasonable Man, by contrast, would conduct himself in a 
nonnegligent fashion.49

The explanation is simple: because the rational Man 
acts to further his own ends, in the absence of liability 
for negligence there would be no countervailing reason 
for him to act nonnegligently. The reasonable Man, on 
the other hand, would continue to act nonnegligently 
simply because that is the way reasonable individuals 
behave; in the view of the reasonable Man, negligent 
action is “subnormal and deviant.”50

 rawls’ co-operative idea of reasonableness is Kantian 
in nature, in the following sense. According to Kant, the 
universal law of right is to “act externally [so] that the 
free use of your choice can coexist with the freedom of 
everyone in accordance with a universal law[.]”51 On 
Kant’s view, one acts permissibly—that is, within one’s 
rights—so long as the free exercise of one’s choice is 
compatible with the free exercise of the choices of others. 
If my acting in some way means that you are prohibited 
from freely acting in some other way, then my action 
does not respect, and so is incompatible with, your free-
dom. In short: I act reasonably if my actions can co-exist 
with your freedom. And my actions can co-exist with 
your freedom if I act in a way that treats your rights and 
interests as worthy of equal concern. So I act reasonably 
if I act in a way that treats your rights and interest as 
worthy of equal concern. This is, in a nutshell, the con-
ception of reasonableness in which I am interested. For 
simplicity I will follow ripstein in calling this the idea of 
reasonableness as equality.
 A similar conception of reasonableness has been 
championed by Gregory Keating, who has proposed an 
account of reasonableness as reciprocity. relying, like rip-
stein, on the work of Kant and rawls, Keating argues for 
an account of reasonableness according to which “[t]he 
risks that any given individual should subject herself to 
are properly determined by criteria of (individual) ra-

tionality; the risks that each of us should be entitled to 
impose on each other are properly determined by cri-
teria of (interpersonal) reasonableness.”52 Because, says 
Keating,

due care as reasonableness holds that the lives of persons are 
distinct and their aims and aspirations different . . . it argues 
that the law of reasonable risk imposition is best understood 
as an attempt to identify those precautions that serve as natu-
ral focal points for reasonable persons seeking to sustain a 
mutually beneficial form of social interaction.53

Keating focuses on the difference between rational and 
reasonable behavior, and suggests that reasonable per-
sons are those who desire to “sustain a mutually ben-
eficial form of social interaction.” Because such a form 
of social interaction will succeed only to the extent that 
the rights and interests of others are treated with equal 
concern, Keating’s conception of reasonableness as reci-
procity shares the same conceptual architecture as the 
conception of reasonableness as equality.

I act reasonably if I act in a way that treats 
your rights and interest as worthy 

of equal concern.

 In any event, the idea of reasonableness as equal-
ity (or reciprocity) leads naturally to issues concern-
ing risks. This is because in a world of risks the idea of 
equality can be developed in a way that directly bears 
on the question of what constitutes a fair allocation and 
assumption of risks. It has long been noted that risks are 
part of life: as lord reid said in Bolton v. Stone, “[i]n the 
crowded conditions of modern life even the most care-
ful person cannot avoid creating some risks and accept-
ing others.”54 But though we create and assume risks all 
the time, the important question is when the creation 
or acceptance of a risk is reasonable. In assessing what 
risks are reasonable to impose or accept, we are implic-
itly asking where, as among individuals, risks and their 
consequences should lie. 
 Tort law provides us with a fantastic array of risk al-
location problems. A classic formulation of such prob-
lems can be found in Judge learned Hand’s decision in 
United States v. Carroll Towing Co.55 There the question 
was whether the owner of a barge owed a duty to keep 
an attendant on board while the barge was moored in 
the harbor. Judge learned Hand assessed the owner’s 
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duty in terms of three variables: P, the probability that 
the barge might break away from its moorings; L, the 
gravity of the resulting injury or loss were the barge to 
break away; and B, the cost of precautions sufficient to 
prevent the barge from breaking away. According to 
Hand, the owner would be negligent if B < PL, if, that is, 
the burden of precautions was less than the probablility 
of harm times the gravity of the harm, and if the owner 
failed to take precautions. 

 Among the things that follow from the idea of rea-
sonableness as equality is that risk cannot be reasonably 
allocated where one party unilaterally and indifferently 
sets the terms of the interaction with another.57 The idea 
that individuals may not unilaterally and indifferently 
set the terms of their interactions with others makes 
problems for the deeds theory. For if the deeds theory of 
justification is adopted, a person is justified in defend-
ing herself only if an attack is in fact occurring. But this 
means that the aggressor is unilaterally and indifferently 
setting the terms of the interaction, and unilaterally and 
indifferently imposing risks on another person, because 
it is up to the aggressor to decide whether an attack is, 
after all, going to occur. With this in mind, it seems un-
fair to insist that the potential victim must wait until an 
attack is in fact occurring before she can take steps to 
defend herself. Of course, it might again be replied that 
since no one knows at the time self-defensive force is de-
ployed whether the justificatory circumstances obtain, 
the deeds theory gives no answer ex ante to whether 
the victim’s deployment of self-defensive force is justi-
fied. However, this understates things: the deeds theory 
does tell us something, since it suggests that the victim’s 
right to be free from unconsented-to risk counts for less 
than the aggressor’s right to impose such risks on oth-
ers. And that seems questionable. Again, this is because 
from the standpoint of equality one cannot prefer one’s 
freedom of action to another’s interest in security un-
less one has reasonably taken that security interest into 
account. Failure to do so means that one is liable for the 
consequences of one’s actions. reasonable risks and 
their attendant consequences lie with others; unreason-
able risks, together with any resulting injuries, belong to 
those who create them. And this is what the deeds theo-
ry fails to acknowledge. Because Bert acts unreasonably 
in Indecisive Attacker, the risk that Alice might deploy 
self-defensive force and injure Bert belongs to him, and 
not to Alice. As Kant might say, in acting unreasonably 
and unilaterally and indifferently imposing a risk on Al-
ice, Bert plays a game of chance with Alice’s agency.58 
 Conversely, were the victim’s mere subjective belief 
that she is being attacked sufficient to justify her self-de-
fensive actions, then she would be able unilaterally to set 
the terms of her interaction with her attacker, because 
nothing the attacker could do would affect whether the 
victim had a justificatory belief. And this seems equally 
unfair, because nothing the would-be attacker can do 
has any bearing on the proper assessment of the victim’s 
actions. I take these observations to show that we need 
something like a notion of reasonableness as equality in 

Risk cannot be reasonably allocated where 
one party unilaterally and indifferently sets 

the terms of the interaction with another.

 The Hand formula provides a nice way to understand 
the contrast between reasonableness and rationality. I 
might decide to take only those safety precautions that 
maximize my expected utility by minimizing my ex-
pected accident-related costs; indeed, if the cost of pre-
cautions is greater than any expected accident-related 
costs I might forgo precautions altogether. However, al-
though such an approach might be rational it might fail 
to be reasonable since it might not take into account the 
interests and freedom of others. As ripstein puts it: 

if I am able to inexpensively limit my precautions to those 
that protect people who are likely to sue, . . . I behave ratio-
nally but not reasonably. In contrast, if I take such precau-
tions as are justified by an appropriate balance between the 
interests in liberty and security that all are supposed to share, 
I behave reasonably.56 

It is difficult to say in the abstract what behavior is rea-
sonable, and which risks ought reasonably to be im-
posed and accepted. The reasonableness of an imposed 
or accepted risk will depend on the liberty and security 
interests at stake, the consequences that would follow 
should things go wrong, and the extent to which those 
consequences are foreseeable. If the consequences for 
you of my driving my car quickly are remote and mini-
mal, then it might not be unreasonable for me to do so. If 
the consequences are foreseeable and dire, on the other 
hand, then it would be unreasonable for me to prefer 
my interest in my own liberty to your interest in your 
own security. Such a preference would not be reason-
able since it would not treat your rights and interests as 
worthy of equal concern.
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order to navigate between these two extremes. For if we 
understand reasonableness in terms of equality, then 
we can say that Alice is justified in defending herself 
against Bert if she reasonably believes that Bert is about 
to attack her, where reasonableness is not merely a mat-
ter of what Alice subjectively believes and is not simply 
determined by objective facts about the world, but is in-
stead a matter of what a suitably placed observer would 
conclude about the circumstances in question.
 let me be clear: I am not suggesting that the only 
thing that makes a criminal assault wrongful is the fact 
that the attacker is unilaterally and indifferently set-
ting the terms of his interaction with his victim. For one 
thing, such a view seems to inadequately capture the 
wrongfulness of assault.59 For another, it seems to sug-
gest that if only victim and attacker had acted bilater-
ally, no criminal wrong would have occurred, and it is 
not entirely clear what it might mean to act bilaterally in 
the context of the criminal law.60 Finally, without a way 
to rank unilateral interactions so that some are treated 
as being worse than others, it seems to view all criminal 
wrongs as being of equal standing. rather, my point is 
that there is an important connection between unrea-
sonableness, wrongful action, and the right to act so as 
to protect one’s own security: by acting unilaterally and 
indifferently and by failing to take the rights and inter-

ests of others seriously, one assumes a certain risk. This 
is why—in Indecisive and Impossible Attacker—Bert 
must bear the costs of Alice’s reasonable responses to 
his unreasonable actions. 
 To recapitulate, I have been arguing that the distinc-
tion drawn by robinson between purely subjective “rea-
sons” theories and purely objective “deeds” theories is 
problematic. reasons theories should be concerned with 
reasonable beliefs, where reasonableness is understood in 
terms of equality. Moreover, whether an actor pays due 
attention to the rights and interests of others—wheth-
er, that is, risks are properly allocated—is not a purely 
subjective matter; to the contrary, it necessarily involves 
external, public considerations. As a result, the reasons 
theory is most charitably reinterpreted as follows: P is 
justified in doing A in C if and only if P has a reasonable 
belief that A is required to avoid harm to self in C. In 
my view, this sort of reasons theory bridges the gap be-
tween subjective and objective theories of justification. 
It remains subjective insofar as it insists that somebody 
claiming a justification must have certain beliefs about 
the way the world is, but it goes beyond mere subjectiv-
ity in insisting that the belief be a reasonable one, where 
reasonableness is conceived of from the standpoint of 
equality. 

VIII Justification and Reasons for Acting

Thus far I have been arguing that Alice’s belief that Bert 
is threatening her must be a reasonable one in order for 
self-defense to be justified. But this raises a further is-
sue concerning how Alice’s self-defensive actions must 
be related to her belief that Bert is a threat. I said earlier 
that, as robinson presents it, the reasons theory is based 
on two core ideas. First, that an actor is to be regarded as 
having acted with justification if she believes that justifi-
catory circumstances obtain. And second, that an actor is 
to be regarded as having acted with justification only if 
she acts on the basis of a justificatory belief. I suggested 
some reasons for viewing the first idea with skepticism. 
I now want to discuss the second idea. Thus, we need 
to ask whether Alice must be acting on the basis of her 
reasonable belief that Bert is threatening her in order for 
her self-defensive actions to be justified, and if so, what 
that claim amounts to. 
 As we have seen, sometimes robinson suggests that 
underlying the reasons theory is the claim that if an 
agent has a justificatory belief, then that agent has a jus-

tification. Call this the justification as belief interpretation 
of the reasons theory. But at other times he seems to sug-
gest that underlying the reasons theory is the stronger 
claim that in order for an agent to be justified, she must 
not only have a justificatory belief, but further, that she 
must act on the basis of that justificatory belief. Call this 
the reasons for action interpretation of the reasons theory. 
As he says, “[i]f the ‘reasons’ theory of justification truly 
lay at the root of present justification defenses, those de-
fenses would require more than a belief in the justifying 
circumstances. They would require that the actor’s pur-
pose was the justificatory one.”61

 The following hypothetical nicely illustrates the dis-following hypothetical nicely illustrates the dis-dis-
tinction. Suppose Alphonse wants to hurt Buford (his 
reasons for doing so do not matter), but has not done 
so for fear of punishment. One day, however, Alphonse 
sees Buford attacking an innocent bystander. Alphonse 
intervenes, beating Buford. By hypothesis, Alphonse 
is “motivated not by a desire to protect the victim but 
rather by his desire to hurt Buford without risking li-
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ability.”62 robinson asks, 
[d]oes Alphonse deserve a justification under the rationale of 
the “reasons” theory? Is his conduct “morally proper”? Are 
his ‘reasons’ for pummeling Buford “sound and good”? No. 
His reasons for acting are base indeed: his long simmering 
hatred. Yet, he nonetheless will get a defence under the typi-
cal “believes” formulation of current law.63

 This example gives rise to a puzzle, to be sure, but it 
also seems to conflate two distinct issues. This is because 
it runs together our moral assessment of Alphonse and 
his actions with the law’s assessment of what is permis-
sible. The law is not primarily concerned with whether 
Alphonse’s conduct is “morally proper.” Instead, it is 
concerned with whether, given the world as Alphonse 
takes it to be, Alphonse should be regarded as having 
acted permissibly. In short, it is not clear what legal con-
sequence ought to follow from our negative moral as-
sessment of Alphonse and his actions.
 But let us set this worry to one side. robinson’s point 
seems to be that a reasons theorist must endorse the idea 
that in order for Alphonse to be justified in beating Bu-
ford, his reason for acting must be appropriately related 
to his justificatory belief that Buford is unlawfully at-
tacking an innocent bystander. In other words, robin-
son’s first point seems to be that reasons theorists must 
accept the reasons for action interpretation of the reasons 
theory. But his second point is that this is in tension with 
the typical “believes” formulation of the reasons theory. 
For the “believes” formulation predicts that Alphonse 
should be regarded as having acted with justification, 
whereas the reasons for action interpretation predicts 
that he should not be so regarded. The upshot, accord-
ing to robinson, is that there is something inconsistent 
about the reasons theory. But must a reasons theorist ac-
cept the reasons for action interpretation of the reasons 
theory? It seems to me that a reasons theorist has three 
options. First, she can deny that reasons theorists must 
accept the reasons for action interpretation of the reasons 
theory and argue that they can stick with the justification 
as belief interpretation instead. Second, she can accept 
robinson’s first point, but argue that Alphonse’s reason 
for beating Buford is appropriately related to his justi-
ficatory belief. Or third, a reasons theorist can accept 
robinson’s point about the connection between reasons 
and actions, but insist on a more robust account of what 
makes something an appropriate reason for action and 
deny that Alphonse is justified in beating Buford. 
 Now, I think that the first option—rejecting the reasons 
for action interpretation of the reasons theory while re-
taining the belief as justification interpretation—is, though 

not incoherent, at least ill advised. This is because rob-
inson is surely correct in supposing that a plausible 
reasons theory will link justificatory beliefs to reasons 
for action. In particular, a plausible reasons theory will 
presumably hold that an individual will be regarded as 
having acted with justification only if her reasonable be-
lief that her actions were justified was somehow impli-
cated in her acting in the manner in which she did. In 
other words, it seems to me that a reasonable reasons 
theorist should adopt the reasons for action interpreta-
tion of the reasons theory. So I propose to set this first 
response aside.

Robinson is surely correct in supposing 
that a plausible reasons theory will link 
justificatory beliefs to reasons for action.

 What of the second response? A reasons theorist must 
surely agree that in order for his beating of Buford to be 
justified Alphonse must reasonably believe that Buford 
is unlawfully attacking the victim. But a reasons theorist 
need not agree that Alphonse’s actions will be justified 
only if his reasonable belief that Buford is attacking an 
innocent stranger was the sole reason for him so acting. 
According to this response a looser connection between 
beliefs and reasons for action suffices. A rough “but for” 
test is helpful here. Ask: would Alphonse have attacked 
Buford if he had not had a justificatory belief that Buford 
was attacking an innocent bystander? If the answer is 
yes, then Alphonse’s justificatory belief is explanatorily 
idle, and so is not appropriately related to his actions, in 
which case his actions are not justified. If the answer is 
no, then there is reason to think that Alphonse’s action 
is appropriately related to his justificatory belief and, 
hence, that his belief is causally relevant to his self-de-
fensive actions. In other words, if Alphonse says, yes, I 
beat Buford because of my long-simmering hatred for 
him, but I would not have beat him had I not seen him 
attacking an innocent victim, then Alphonse is saying 
that his actions were counterfactually connected to his 
justificatory belief: had he not had that justificatory be-
lief, he would not have beaten Buford. On this view, that 
is all that is required in order for Alphonse’s actions to 
be appropriately linked to his reasonable justificatory 
belief.64 
 This will no doubt seem puzzling, since it appears to 
leave open the possibility that a person could be justi-
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fied in acting in self-defense even though that person does 
not act solely in order to defend herself. But I would ar-
gue that if this is indeed puzzling it is puzzling mostly 
for linguistic reasons. To say that I acted in self-defense 
typically entails that I acted only in order to preserve my 
own life. But if the foregoing response to robinson is 
taken seriously, then in some situations this entailment 
will fail, since in some situations beliefs and reasons for 
action will come apart. Once it is allowed that a weaker 
connection between justificatory beliefs and reasons for 
action is possible, however, then it should come as no 
surprise that justificatory beliefs might diverge from rea-
sons for action in certain cases.65 In any event, according 
to this response, because Alphonse’s actions are appro-
priately linked to his justificatory belief that Buford is 
assaulting an innocent bystander, he should be regarded 
as acting with justification. On this view, in other words, 
the typical “believes” formulation of the reasons theory 
gets the example of Alphonse and Buford exactly right. 
 The third response is one that argues that only certain 
kinds of justificatory beliefs can function as justifica-
tions. It therefore predicts that in robinson’s hypotheti-
cal Alphonse is not justified in beating Buford because 
he does not act on the basis of the right kind of belief. 
This response is suggested by John Gardner. Gardner 
asks the following question: “[a]re one’s actions and be-
liefs justified by the reasons which actually applied to 
one, or by the reasons which, perhaps mistakenly, one 
thought applied to one and accordingly treated, in one’s 
acting or believing, as if they were reasons which ac-
tually applied to one?”66 Gardner says that in order for 
an individual to be justified in acting in a certain man-
ner, it must be true both that “there was an applicable 
(guiding) reason for so acting . . . and that this [reason] 
corresponded with the (explanatory) reason why the ac-
tion was performed.”67 A guiding reason, according to 
Gardner, is a fact or reason that grounds what one ought 
to do or believe; an explanatory reason is a reason on 
the basis of which one in fact acts or comes to believe. 
So, for example, I might come to believe that there is an 
apple in front of me because it perceptually appears to 
me that there is an apple in front of me. And it might 
perceptually appear that there is an apple in front of 
me because there is a red, round sense-datum in some 
part of my visual field. That it perceptually appears that 
there is an apple in front of me would be an explanatory 
reason for my coming to believe that there is an apple in 
front of me. But as many philosophers have argued, it is 
an open question whether such a perceptual state could 
be a guiding reason, a reason on the basis of which I 
ought to acquire beliefs about the external world. Thus 

on Gardner’s view, an individual is justified in acting in 
a certain way just in case she acts on the basis of an ex-
planatory reason that is appropriately linked to a guid-
ing reason: the reason on the basis of which such an in-
dividual acts must be a reason on the basis of which one 
ought to have acted. 
 By way of illustration, consider Gardner’s example of 
a soldier stationed at a checkpoint in a war-torn region 
who misinterprets some motorist’s actions—the soldier 
thinks the motorist is reaching for a weapon when she 
was merely reaching for identification documents—and 
shoots and kills her.68 This is a subjective belief about the 
way the world is: the soldier believes that the world is 
one in which the motorist is about to pull out a weapon. 
But the issue is whether that belief is reasonable in the 
circumstances. If it is, then it could constitute a guiding 
reason for his action. Why? Because his belief would not 
be merely subjective, but would instead reflect the fact 
that the motorist’s actions were actions that, on any rea-
sonable interpretation, unfairly imposed a risk on the 
soldier. 

A guiding reason, according to Gardner, 
is a fact or reason that grounds what one 

ought to do or believe; an explanatory 
reason is a reason on the basis of which 

one in fact acts or comes to believe. 

 This analysis would apply to the case of Alphonse 
and Buford as follows: in order for Alphonse to be justi-
fied in beating Buford, (1) its reasonably appearing to 
Alphonse that Buford was threatening an innocent by-
stander must be a guiding reason for beating Buford; 
and (2) Alphonse must have acted on the basis of that 
reason. Since, in robinson’s example, Alphonse did not 
act solely on the basis of his reasonable belief, but acted 
as well on the basis of his hatred for Buford, Gardner 
would say that Alphonse acted without justification: his 
reason for acting was not a guiding reason. In short, this 
response accepts robinson’s point about the relation be-
tween justificatory beliefs and reasons for actions, but 
argues that the “typical believes formulation of justi-
fication” needs to be supplemented by something like 
Gardner’s distinction between guiding and explanatory 
reasons. This response does not abandon the reasons 
theory, but concedes that it requires further develop-
ment and supplementation. 
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 reasons theorists therefore have a choice. They can ei-
ther adopt a weaker conception of what it means to act 
on the basis of a justificatory belief, or they can impose 
more stringent conditions on what makes a belief truly 
justificatory, and claim that in some situations the typi-
cal “believes” formulation gets the analysis of justifica-
tion wrong. Which option should reasons theorists pre-
fer? Although this is a difficult question, I am inclined 
to adopt weaker constraints on the notion of acting on 
the basis of a justificatory belief. My reason for doing so 
is that I have some reservations about Gardner’s pro-
posal understood as a true supplement to the reason-
able belief version of the reasons theory. This is because 
it seems to me that a guiding reason is nothing more 
than a reasonable belief, and so talk of guiding reasons 

adds nothing to the analysis of justification proposed by 
the reasonable belief version of the reasons theory. In 
short, because I worry that the guiding reasons response 
collapses into the reasonable belief interpretation of the 
reasons theory, I am inclined to take seriously the first 
option, and to propose, albeit tentatively, that for the 
purposes of the reasonable belief account of justification 
an individual X acts on the basis of a (reasonable) belief 
B if (i) B is the sole reason for X’s acting, or (ii) X would 
not have acted if X had not believed B.
 I therefore propose the following as a plausible sup-
plementation of the reasons theory: P is justified in do-
ing A in C if P has a reasonable belief that A is required 
to avoid harm to self in C, and P acts on the basis of that 
belief. let us call this the Reasonable Belief Theory.

IX A Practical Application

As I noted at the outset, robinson suggests that one rea-
son to prefer the deeds theory is that it “generates liabil-
ity results that are more just and that better match our 
collective intuitions of what is just.”69 To see whether 
this claim is plausible, let us apply what I am calling 
the reasonable Belief Theory to some of the cases with 
which we began. 
 Consider again Mistaken Jogger. Suppose it is dusk, 
that Bert is running towards Alice quickly, and that he is 
waving his flashlight in a peculiar manner. And suppose 
that, because of Bert’s odd behavior, Alice forms the be-
lief that she is about to be attacked. Then, I think, to the 
extent that Alice’s belief that she is about to be attacked 
is reasonable in the circumstances she would be justi-
fied in deploying self-defensive force. reasonableness 
here has at least two components. First, it is surely the 
case that a reasonable person in Alice’s situation would 
conclude that the likelihood of attack is great. And sec-
ond, surely Bert ought to realize that his actions might 
create a reasonable fear of attack in Alice. In terms of the 
allocation of risk, then, it seems right to say that Bert is 
imposing an unreasonable and so unjustifiable risk on 
Alice, and hence, that Alice is justified in using force to 
defend herself.70 On the other hand, if it is only late af-
ternoon, and Bert is merely jogging slowly, flashlight in 
hand, then it is not clear that Alice’s belief that she is 
about to be attacked would be a reasonable one in the 
circumstances. Since there is no reason to think that Bert 
is acting unreasonably or imposing an undue risk on Al-
ice there is no reason for Alice to take defensive action. 
Moreover, were she to do so, she would lack a justifica-

tion even if she genuinely believed that an attack was 
imminent since, again, it is arguable that the belief upon 
which her defensive actions were based could not be 
held to be objectively reasonable. 
 Similarly, it seems clear that the reasonable Belief 
Theory would regard Alice as having acted with justi-
fication in both Indecisive Attacker and Impossible At-
tacker. But in my view this is as it should be. For in In-
decisive Attacker, risk is again allocated unequally and 
indifferently: because his behavior imposes undue risks 
on Alice and because he ought to know this, Bert cannot 
turn around and say that Alice may not take self-defen-
sive actions on the grounds that, after all, he might not 
attack her. Given Bert’s unreasonable actions, Alice’s be-
lief that she is about to be attacked is a reasonable one 
in the circumstances and is not affected by what Bert 
may eventually decide to do. The fact that in Impossible 
Attacker Bert will not succeed in attacking Alice is thus 
irrelevant to the question whether the risks are allocated 
appropriately as between Alice and Bert. With respect 
to the reasonableness of her justificatory belief, Alice’s 
epistemic situation in Impossible Attacker is no differ-
ent from her situation in Genuine Attacker and Mistak-
en Jogger, and so ought to be treated in the same way in 
all three cases.
 Of course, when faced with cases like Mistaken Jog-
ger and Indecisive and Impossible Attacker it is clear 
what a deeds theorist will say. He will say that if Alice 
deploys self-defensive force on the basis of a reason-
able belief that she is being attacked by Bert, then if Bert 
does not attack her or would not have attacked her, Al-
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ice should be excused: she has acted badly, but under-
standably. In other words, a deeds theorist would agree 
with a reasons theorist in saying that Alice should not 
be punished in Mistaken Jogger and in Indecisive and 
Impossible Attacker, but would not infer from this that 
Alice’s self-defensive actions were justified. In general, 
in cases in which reasons theorists see justifications, 
deeds theorists are likely to see excuses. How is one to 
decide between the two views? 
 Here I think two things are worth noting. First, to the 
extent that we are concerned with “our collective intu-
itions of what is just” I will simply note that I find it 
difficult to conclude that Alice acts badly in Impossible 
Attacker, which is what must be the case in order for 
Alice’s actions to be excused rather than justified. Sup-
pose we take the normative analysis of the distinction 
between justification and excuse and ask: what is it 
about Alice that we think results in her not being appro-
priately responsible for her actions? Perhaps we could 
say that it is her mistaken (albeit objectively reasonable) 
belief that she was about to be attacked that excuses her 
actions. Or perhaps we could say that she acted under 
something akin to duress, and that she should be ex-
cused for that reason. I do not doubt that we could say 
both these things. But again, both seem to get the phe-
nomenology of the situation wrong. Alice acted as she 
should have acted and so should escape punishment as 
well as blame. To analyze Alice’s culpability by refer-
ence to the concept of excuse is to analyze it by reference 

to the theory of punishment and presuppose that she 
acts badly, and that, in my view, mislocates the crucial 
issue.
 Of course, it might be objected that I and other reasons 
theorists are simply seeing what we want to see. For if 
I did not think Alice’s actions in Impossible Attacker 
were permissible I would have no reason to prefer the 
reasonable Belief Theory’s analysis of that case to that 
of the deeds theory. But this brings me to the second 
point I wish to make, namely that the claim that Alice 
should be regarded as having acted with justification in 
each of Mistaken Jogger and Indecisive and Impossible 
Attacker is based on a certain theory about the relation-
ship between justification and belief, and emphasizes 
the central role played by the concept of a wrong—as 
distinct from that of a harm—in the criminal law. To be 
sure, this will hardly impress robinson, who is of the 
view that the criminal law is primarily concerned with 
the minimization of net overall harm. However, because 
that position is, in my view, problematic, reflection on 
the role played by the concept of a wrong in the crimi-
nal law provides reason to prefer the reasonable Belief 
Theory’s account of Mistaken Jogger and Indecisive and 
Impossible Attacker to that of the deeds theory.
 Thus, contrary to what robinson suggests, it seems to 
me that it is the reasonable Belief Theory that “gener-
ates liability results that are more just and that better 
match our collective intuitions of what is just.”

X The Problem of Mistaken Justification

There is a final issue that needs to be addressed before 
our discussion of the reasonable Belief Theory can be 
said to be complete and that is the problem of mistaken 
justification. In brief: how should the law treat individu-
als who act on the basis of a mistaken justificatory be-
lief? Should such persons be regarded as having acted 
with justification, or should they merely be excused? 
 It is generally assumed that somebody who acts on the 
basis of a mistaken justification acts badly and should 
not be regarded as having acted with justification. And 
indeed, this is precisely what the deeds theory predicts. 
Says robinson: “under the ‘deeds’ theory, a person who 
mistakenly believes that the conduct is justified is not 
justified. . . . Thus, the force used against the jogger-mis-
taken-for-an-attacker is not justified, although it may be 
excused if reasonable.”71 On this view, the reasonable-

ness of the belief is relevant to the question of punish-
ment, but not to the question of whether the individual 
acted badly. robinson’s explanation for this should be 
familiar enough by now. Because what is important in 
determining the limits of justification is the world as it 
actually is and not the world as the actor takes it to be, a 
world in which an actor acts on the basis of a mistaken 
justification is a world in which that actor acts without 
justification. Depending on the nature of the mistake, of 
course, the law may choose to impose only partial li-
ability and excuse the actor. But it remains the case that 
on the deeds theory, the law views the actor as having 
acted badly, and would caution others not to act in a 
similar manner.
 But there are good reasons to question this account of 
mistaken justification. To see why, suppose that a police 
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officer arrests someone on suspicion of theft where all 
available evidence points to her guilt. It later turns out 
that she has been cleverly framed for the heist. Was her 
arrest justified or merely excused? It is typically assumed 
that in such a case the police officer acted with justifica-
tion, indicating that “even within the law, no strict logic 
ties justification to actual facts rather than reasonably 
perceived facts.” 72 And indeed, one of the consequences 
of the reasonable Belief Theory is that the notion of a 
mistaken justification is called into question. In saying 
this I do not mean to imply that Alice could not be mis-
taken about what Bert is about to do: clearly, Alice could 
think that Bert is about to attack her when he is simply 
out for a jog in the park. The point is rather that if Alice’s 
belief that justifying circumstances exist is reasonable, 
then the requisite justifying circumstances cannot fail to 
obtain. This is because the justifying circumstances are 
nothing over and above her reasonable belief that Bert is 
threatening her. In this sense, then, there cannot in gen-
eral be mistaken justifications on the reasonable Belief 
Theory. It may seem odd to say that the reasonable Be-
lief Theory precludes the general possibility of mistaken 
justifications. But consider: mistake as to justification 
arises on the reasonable Belief Theory only in cases in 
which there is a mistake that goes to the reasonableness 
of the putative justificatory belief. Thus, if Alice unrea-
sonably believes that Bert is about to attack her and acts 
on the basis of that belief, then she acts on the basis of a 
belief that cannot justify her actions and so acts badly. 
The difference as I see it is that with respect to mistaken 
justification the reasonable Belief Theory draws the line 
in a different place than does the deeds theory. While the 
deeds theory views as mistaken any justificatory belief 
that fails to conform to the way things actually are, the 
reasonable Belief Theory views as mistaken any justifi-
catory belief that is unreasonable.73 As ripstein puts it, 

reasonableness is a description of the world from a particular 
perspective—the perspective of equality—and the require-
ment of belief is the further (and independent) requirement 
that those availing themselves of justifications know of the 
features of the situation that justify their acts. I’m not entitled 
to claim self-defense if I didn’t think you were attacking me. 
But reasonableness is an objective test of the adequacy of the 
belief: If the belief is reasonable, it can serve to justify the use 
of force, even if it turns out not to be true.74

This is why the reasonable Belief Theory regards Alice 
as having acted with justification in Mistaken Jogger, In-

decisive Attacker, and Impossible Attacker. In all three 
cases Alice’s belief that she is about to be attacked is a 
reasonable one in the circumstances; thus, in all three 
cases Alice should be regarded as having acted with jus-
tification. 
 Can it be said that this claim “not only makes rights 
self-contradictorily subject to determination by the opin-
ion of others; it also destroys the basis for rational ad-
judication?”75 I do not see that it does. The reasonable 
Belief Theory does not claim that my right to defend my-
self depends on the opinions or whims of others. rather, 
the reasonable Belief Theory claims that the limits of 
what is permissible are the limits of what is reasonable, 
where again, to act reasonably is to act out of respect for 
the equality of others. It is true that the concept of rea-
sonableness as equality has an ineliminable objective or 
public component. But that simply means that to be rea-
sonable a belief must be appropriately other-regarding, 
and must pay due attention to the interests of others. To 
insist on this does not destroy the basis for rational adju-
dication; to the contrary, to insist that justificatory beliefs 
be reasonable is precisely to insist that such beliefs be ap-
propriate objects of rational reflection and scrutiny.
 It turns out, then, that the expression “mistaken justi-
fication” is potentially ambiguous. On the deeds theory, 
an individual acts on the basis of a mistaken justification 
if the way the world is differs from the world as she takes 
it to be, and this is true even if she reasonably believes 
the world to be the way she takes it to be. According to 
the reasonable Belief Theory, on the other hand, an in-
dividual acts on the basis of a mistaken justification if 
the belief on the basis of which she acts is not a belief on 
the basis of which she ought to have acted—if, that is, 
her justificatory belief is unreasonable. Both theories allow 
for the possibility of mistaken justification. However, in 
many cases of putative mistaken justification, such as 
Mistaken Jogger, in which the victim has a reasonable 
belief that she is being attacked, the reasonable Belief 
Theory holds that there is no mistake as to justification 
and, hence, no need to revise our views about the liabil-
ity results. Conversely, because according to the reason-
able Belief Theory an unreasonable belief cannot be a 
justificatory belief, an individual who acts on the basis 
of that belief will not be regarded as having acted with 
justification (and depending on the extent of the unrea-
sonableness, such an individual might be denied an ex-
cuse as well).76
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That being said, the reasonable Belief Theory does al-
low that in certain other sorts of cases a reasonable belief 
may fail to justify. But the cases in which this occurs are 
puzzling ones. Call X an Innocent Aggressor if X is non-
culpably aggressing against Y, perhaps under the influ-
ence of a powerful hallucinogenic drug administered 
without X’s knowledge or consent. Call X an Innocent 
Threat if X’s continued existence constitutes a threat to 
Y, but not because of anything that X has done.77 And 
call X a Bystander if X does not herself endanger Y’s life 
and is not responsible for whatever it is that does endan-
ger Y’s life.78 How should the reasonable Belief Theory 
deal with these sorts of cases? 
 It should be obvious that self-defense is impermis-
sible when Bystanders are at issue (if indeed it makes 
sense to talk about self-defense in such situations). If a 
javelin is hurled towards Y, and Y reasonably believes 
that the only way to preserve his life is to grab an in-
nocent stranger X and use him as a shield, then Y may 
not do so. The reason seems clear enough: because the 
Bystander is not responsible for whatever it is that is a 
threat to Y, Y may not prefer his life to X’s.
 But what about Innocent Aggressors and Innocent 
Threats? These cases raise special problems. For if the 
reason why you may not sacrifice a Bystander to preserve 
your own life is that the Bystander is not responsible for 
the threat that endangers your life, then it would seem 
to follow that you may not deploy self-defensive force 
against Innocent Threats or Innocent Aggressors either 
since, again, they are not responsible for the threat that 
endangers your life. But if this is right, then the reason-
able Belief Theory would seem to be committed to the 
following: if Alice forms the reasonable belief that Bert is 
intent on killing her, and deploys self-defensive force on 
that basis, then she is to be regarded as having acted with 
justification even if it turns out that her belief was rea-
sonable but mistaken, unless her mistake concerns Bert’s 
agency or culpability, in which case she will at best be ex-
cused. And this is prima facie puzzling. For this amounts 
to the position that some mistakes do not matter for the 
purposes of justification, whereas others do.79

 While I agree that this is puzzling, it seems to me that 
the best way to deal with these difficult cases is to distin-
guish them from cases of genuine self-defense: briefly, 
Innocent Aggressors and Innocent Threats should not 
be analyzed in terms of self-defense at all, but ought in-

stead to be analyzed as special cases of necessity. More-
over, because I believe necessity is best understood as 
an excuse, in my view somebody who kills an Innocent 
Threat or an Innocent Aggressor in order to preserve her 
own life ought to be excused for reasons of necessity, 
but should not be viewed as having acted with justifica-
tion.80 Although it may sound harsh, you act badly if you 
kill an Innocent Aggressor, even though your actions 
might be excusable in the circumstances. According to 
my interpretation of the reasonable Belief Theory, then, 
the distinction between Innocent Aggressors and cases 
like Genuine Attacker has to do with the role played by 
agency and culpability: unlike a Genuine Attacker, an In-
nocent Threat does not act culpably because she does not 
act; and an Innocent Aggressor does not act culpably be-
cause, lacking responsibility, she is not appropriately cul-
pable for her actions. And where culpable action is lack-
ing, self-defensive action is unjustified, even if under-
standable and potentially excusable. This view is again 
based on a distinction between wronging and harming. 
Where an aggressor wrongs me by intentionally and cul-
pably aggressing against me, I may with justification de-
ploy self-defensive force. But when an aggressor merely 
harms or threatens to harm me, then even if it reasonably 
appears to me that I have been wronged, my self-defen-
sive actions can only be excused.
 To sum up: according to the reasonable Belief Theory, 
in some situations a mistaken justification functions as a 
justification, whereas in other cases it merely functions 
as an excuse. Examples of the latter are situations where 
the mistake concerns the culpability or agency of the 
(apparent) threat. Does this count against the reason-
able Belief Theory? The deeds theory offers a unified 
account of mistaken justification: mistaken justifications 
excuse, but never justify. According to the reasonable 
Belief Theory, on the other hand, most mistaken justifi-
cations justify, although some merely excuse. But is not 
a theory that offers a unified account of mistaken jus-
tification preferable to one that offers a disjunctive ac-
count? I do not believe that it is. 
 First, recall that on the reasonable Belief Theory, mis-
taken justifications function as excuses only in cases like 
Innocent Aggressor and Innocent Threat, where culpa-
bility and agency are in issue. But these cases are ex-
tremely puzzling, and nobody yet has come up with a 
completely satisfactory analysis of them.81 Second, the 
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problem of Innocent Aggressors and Innocent Threats is 
a problem for everybody. Consequently, the fact that the 
reasonable Belief Theory has trouble with it does not 
count against it in particular. If a deeds theorist agrees 
that you act badly and without excuse if you sacrifice a 
Bystander to preserve your own life—as, presumably, 
he must—then how is he to avoid the conclusion that 
you act badly and without excuse if you sacrifice an 
Innocent Threat or an Innocent Aggressor to preserve 

your own life? So while it must be granted that Inno-
cent Aggressors and Innocent Threats create problems 
for the reasonable Belief Theory’s claim that mistaken 
justifications operate, in general, as justifications rath-
er than as excuses, I doubt that such cases constitute a 
compelling reason to prefer the deeds theory to the rea-
sonable Belief Theory as a general account of the nature 
of justification.

XII Conclusion

To conclude. robinson’s deeds theory of justification 
has a certain amount of intuitive force. The idea that ob-
jective circumstances are sometimes relevant to issues 
concerning liability makes some pre-theoretical sense 
and is supported by Fletcher’s example of Williams, the 
failed bigamist. The problem is that this idea does not 
cohere with the way in which the criminal law polices 
the way individuals set the terms of their interactions 
with one another. I questioned robinson’s emphasis on 
harm and emphasized instead the role that the concept 
of wrongfulness ought to play in an account of justifica-
tion, and in doing so I appealed to ripstein’s account of 
reasonableness as equality. This led me to conclude that 
robinson’s distinction between subjective “reasons” 
theories of justification and objective “deeds” theories 
of justification is problematic. I suggested two ways 
of understanding the relationship between justifica-
tory beliefs and reasons for action, and indicated how 
I think the reasonable Belief Theory ought to deal with 

the problem of mistaken justification. In the end, I sug-
gested the following: P is justified in doing A in C if P 
has a reasonable belief that A is required to avoid harm 
to self in C, and P acts on the basis of that belief.
 Issues having to do with the nature of justification 
raise difficult problems, and there is certainly much 
more that could be said in defense of the deeds theory. 
Still, in my view the reasonable Belief Theory, suit-
ably supplemented with a notion of reasonableness as 
equality, is both theoretically attractive and intuitively 
plausible. To be sure, the extent of its attractiveness and 
plausibility will depend on one’s views about the roles 
played by the concepts of wrongfulness and harm in the 
law. However, because I am of the view that the law is, 
and should be, primarily concerned with wrongs, I am 
also of the view that the reasonable Belief Theory pro-
vides a better account of the nature of justification than 
does the deeds theory.
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